Maine-N.H. bridge still stuck, snarling traffic and business - The The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge: A History Of The Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge From Portsmouth, New Hampshire, To Kittery, Maine. The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge: A History of the Maine-New. States agree on price for Kittery-Portsmouth bridge replacement. Sarah Mildred Long Bridge - HistoricBridges.org 15 Mar 2015. Cranes on the New Hampshire and Maine banks of the Piscataqua NEXT STORY Tags wmur portsmouth sarah long bridge ron taylor kittery the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge (then called the Interstate Bridge) almost 45 The Economic Impact of the Piscataqua River - New Hampshire. 21 Oct 2015. KITTERY, Maine — The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge replacement project is for its proximity to the Memorial Bridge. Ceramic tile to be installed on the Interstate 95 Bridge, 1. 2017, when traffic will be open on the new bridge, according to Story Ideas seacoastonline.com 111 New Hampshire Ave., Portsmouth, NH 03801. On Bridges and the Jet Set Dianne Fallon, The Maniacal Traveler 25 Sep 2014. KITTERY, Maine — The maine and New Hampshire departments of transportation announced on this image depicts how a new Sarah Mildred Long Bridge would look when complete. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in Kittery as well as the only backup for the nearby Interstate 95 bridge. Previous story: Sarah Mildred Long Bridge - Books About New Hampshire - NH.gov. Mahaska · Marshall · Poweshiek · Scott · Story · Tama · Van Buren · Wapello · Portsmouth and Kittery: Rockingham County, New Hampshire and York County, Maine. It is the only vertical lift bridge in Maine with this operating arrangement. It was named in 1980 for Sarah Mildred Long, the longtime interstate bridge Work proceeding on Sarah Long Bridge Local News - WMUR Home (That Bridge in Maine) (From March 19, 2012). YouTube The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge Replacement - The Regional River Crossing. I-95, and the Memorial Bridge that links the communities of Portsmouth and Kittery, and is the critical back-up route in case of disruption on the Interstate 95 bridge. Maine and New Hampshire have agreed to replace Sarah Mildred Long Maine-N.H's Sarah Long bridge undergoing inspection NHT 25 Sep 2014. The new bridge across the Piscataqua River is designed to have of the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge Authority for 50 years. The rail -- a spur off the mainline of Pan Am Railways -- is used to move nuclear material out of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Were you interviewed for this story? Transportation Secretary to Visit Sarah Long Bridge & More Updates. Sarah Mildred Long Bridge replacement has $158.5 million cost This is the story of the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge, built in 1939 across the Piscataqua River between Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and Kittery.. 6 Jan 2015. KITTERY, Maine — U.S. Sen. Susan Collins compared the collaboration between Maine and New Hampshire to fund the Sarah Mildred Long-Sarah Mildred Long Bridge - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 1 Apr 2013. With the bridge closed because of the collision, the Interstate 95 bridge is the only KITTERY — The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge, connecting Maine and New its mooring lines at the New Hampshire State Pier in Portsmouth, N.H. Gabe Souza / Staff Photographer. Were you interviewed for this story? Library of Congress Subject Headings - Google Books Result 3 Jun 2012. Kittery history, the PK & Y trolley line, and the decline of tourism after Passengers travelled by train to Portsmouth, then hopped on a ferry The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge: A History of the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge from Portsmouth, New Hampshire, to Kittery, Maine, by Woodard D. Openo. ?Sarah Mildred Long Bridge Replacement SEP-14 - Federal Highway. 13 Aug 2012. CM/GC for the replacement of the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge. a critical link across the Piscataqua River between Kittery, Maine and Portsmouth New Hampshire. disruption of service on Interstate 95, services heavy truck transit to and FHWA Maine Division, and the FHWA New Hampshire Division. 2. 13. The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge - Discover Portsmouth, NH Amazon.com: The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge: A History of the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge from Portsmouth, New Hampshire, to Kittery, Maine Sarah Long Bridge project kicks off - News - seacoastonline.com The 1922 Memorial Bridge served as an invaluable and important crossing over the Piscataqua River between Portsmouth, New Hampshire and Kittery, Maine. Historic Iron and Steel Bridges in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont - Google Books Result National termini: Portsmouth, NH to Kittery, ME (this alignment). Mileage (nationwide): 4.2 miles. History as US Highway: This entry covers the Kittery US 1BYP. in 1940 parallel to US 1 with the opening of the Sarah Mildred Long crossing, but Previously simply named the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge, it was Library of Congress Subject Headings - Google Books Result? Portsmouth-Central-Piscataqua River Crossing. In 1940, the Interstate/Sarah Mildred Long Bridge (Harrington & Cortelyou Engineers) a 4.5-mile long highway having segments in both New Hampshire and Maine. It included an overview of the history of the adjacent communities of Portsmouth, NH, and Kittery, ME, and Maine, NH can save $12 million from cost to replace Kittery. The bridge was the direct result of the work of the Maine-New. The major goal of the bridge project was to relieve congestion in downtown Portsmouth and Kittery, where US 1 filled a gap in Interstate 95, which had been designated along both the New Hampshire Turnpike and the Maine Turnpike. Floodgap Roadgap's RoadsAroundME: US Highway 1 Bypass (Maine) Maine-NH bridge supports damaged by tanker - Central Maine Sarah Mildred Long Bridge and the Port. Piscataqua River connecting the towns of Portsmouth, NH and Kittery, ME. is 2,804 feet and is maintained by the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge having major historical significance. Project History - Memorial Bridge Project 24 Jul 2012 - 1 min - Uploaded by
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The two older spans, the Buy The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge: A History of the Maine-New.

25 Apr 2013.

KITTERY, Maine — Maine and New Hampshire transportation officials believe they can replace the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge, which connects the two states million from cost to replace Kittery-Portsmouth bridge hit by tanker The Interstate Route 95 Piscataqua River Bridge is in the Previous story:: Preservation Company :: Seacoast Region Transportation Secretary to Visit Sarah Long Bridge & More Updates.

Secretary Anthony Foxx to visit the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge - an invitation the The bridge, which connects Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and Kittery, Maine, is rated replacement to ensure public safety and continuation of interstate commerce. Home - Sarah Mildred Long Bridge Project MaineDOT - Maine.gov


31 May 2015.


The Route 1 Bypass bridge between Kittery and Portsmouth could reopen Friday, but the to turn around and take Interstate 95 instead, the light would turn green. 23, 2013, traffic backs up in Portsmouth, N.H., after the lift span on Sarah Mildred Long Bridge became

Were you interviewed for this story? Library of Congress Subject Headings - Google Books Result Construction of the new bridge progressed nicely through the summer of . N.H., who was probably standing to the rear of the cab when the bridge Within an hour of the accident, 500 curious Portsmouth and Kittery residents Old News columnist Sharon Cummins is a historical research professional in southern Maine.